To,

All Heads of telecom Circles.
Metro Districts/maintenance Regions
Projects/Stores/BRBRAITT/ALITC
All other Administrative Units
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited

Subject:- Joining/relieving of officers on promotion to AGM(T) regular- Regarding

Ref:- This office promotion order to AGM(T) Regular issued on 29.06.2018 and on various dates

This office is in receipt of clarification from various circles on Para 9 (a) of the Promotion order issued for the grade of AGM (T) Regular on 29.06.2018 and on various dates.

In this context, it is clarified that SDEs who are under transfer to other circles (tenure/non-tenure) by BSNL CO but subsequently retained in their present circle for a specific period, shall join in their present circle (s) as AGM on promotion but after expiry of their retention period, they will be relieved to their transferred circles by the respective circles in grade of AGM.

Hence circle heads are requested to allow such officers to join in their present circle as AGM vide this office promotion orders issued as referred above.

This issues with the approval of the competent authority.

(Pravin Bhagwat)
Assistant General Manager (Pers.I)